• Peer review (PR) is a standard approach for selecting health research proposals for funding, but has been criticised for being inefficient and ineffective.
Background and methods
Our systematic map suggests that there is considerable research examining different strategies for peer review of grant proposals. However, our systematic review shows that relatively few studies have tested the impacts of innovative peer review approaches on the efficiency and effectiveness of proposal selection. The studies which met our inclusion criteria are heterogeneous and subject to methodological shortcomings, but they appear to show promise that efficiency and/or effectiveness of peer review might be improved in various ways.
Footnote: The use of 'sandpits' is a peer review innovation in which applicants pitch their research ideas to research sponsors at a face-to-face meeting, typically lasting several days. This approach has been used by several UK research councils for funding innovative research proposals since 2004. However, we did not find any studies that have empirically tested the efficiency and/or effectiveness of the sandpit approach.
• A total of 1824 references were screened, and 83 studies were included in the systematic map. Most were published since 2005; 50% were from the USA. Others: Australia, Europe.
• Study types: 61% were observational; 31% were based on surveys, interviews or focus groups; and 7% were experimental (of which 3 studies [4%] were randomised).
• A variety of PR innovations has been studied e.g. methods to identify, recruit and train peer reviewers, methods of scoring and ranking applications, & strategies for improving reliability between peer reviewers. • A total of 8 studies from the systematic map met the inclusion criteria for the systematic review, evaluating a broad range of innovations. These were single-and two-group observational and experimental studies of peer review innovations, including one randomised controlled trial (RCT)
